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Survey says AP
scores are poor
predictor of reality
Tests do not
align with grades
earned in class
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Three |MU (acuity members an? currently in China to
speak with universities concerning student and faculty
exchanges as well as other posw4l partnerships.
"It is feasible that there
might be Chinese students
here at JMU sometime next
year," said Jerry Benson, dean
of the College of Integrated
Science and Technology.
"We could be involved
with either hosting faculty or
doing some type of faculty
exchange or visitation within
the next year."
Benson,
along
with
Robert Reid, dean of the
College of Business, and Ping
Wang, associate professor of
computer information systems, are currently on a 10da) trip (0 visit six Chinese
universities and speak to
administrations about the

possibility of future partnerships.
The schools they will be
visibng "match up quite M ell
with JMU in terms of mission,
focus and student profiles,"
Reid said.
The JMU representatives
will be looking at student
and faculty exchanges, potential dual-degree programs,
expanding study abroad programs, and joint curriculum
development.
A 1*2*1 program is an
option JMU can pursue. This
would involve a student
attending their home university in China for their first
year, attending JMU for two
years, and finishing their final
year in China. The student
would then receive degrees
from both universities, Wang
said.
Wang has taken groups
of JMU students to China fur
the last two summers as part
of the Office of International

Programs' summer in China
program and will take another group this summer.
The groups researched universities that could be partners
with JMU. They visited some
of these schools to "test the
water and see the facilities,"
Wang said.
Then? also is a summer
Chinese business-mi nor program.
"From a business school
perspective, it makes sense to
take beginning partnerships
with universihes and expand
them," Reid said.
Benson said this might
include "a faculty member from a sister Chinese
institution coming here for
.1 semester to be an active
part of an academic department and learn new teaching methods, the newest lab
methodology and equipment, and get update on
their content area."
He added that JMU fac-

ulty may go to China to
lecture in a specific area of
expertise and participate in
research opportunities.
Professor Han Jiaruxn, director of European and American
programs
at
Shandong
University, a school the representatives will visit already
is spending spring semester
in Harrisonburg. On Feb. 17,
other faculty members from
Shandong visited JMU as well.
Reid said, "My primary
goal is to determine which
of the schools represent the
best partner institutions and
which offer the most potential
for mutual benefit."
Benson, Reid and Wang
will bring general memorandums to the Chinese universities as the first step in creating
formal linkages
Upon their return March
8, they will present recommendations on how JMU
should proceed with the partnerships.

Act grants access to records
BY RAOIANA DIXIT
NEWS EDITOR

Renewal of certain Patriot Act provisions has set off a heated debate in the U.S.
Senate, creating a political rift over the controversial antitermrism legislation.
On Feb. 16, the Senate overcame an
endeavor to block a Republican deal
that would add more civil-liberties
protections to the act, and voted to decide
on the compromise at a later date. The
compromise was suggested by senators
Larry Craig (R-ldaho), Chuck Hagel (RNeb.), Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska), and
John Sununu (R-N.H.).
However, some Senate Democrats
disagreed with the compromise between
the Bush administration and Republicans,
saying the deal may not protect people's
privacy and civil liberties. According to a
Feb. 17 article from The Chronicle of Higher
Education, Russell Feingold (D-Wis.) said,
"A few insignificant, face-saving changes
just don't cut it"
If passed, the controversial antiterrorism bill would extend many provisions,
including Section 215, or the "library provision," for four years. This particular section allows federal officials to have access
to people's library records with secret
subpoenas granted under the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Art, much to the
chagrin of libraries around the country.
In a press release, American Library
Association president Michael Gorman

said. "We're glad to see that there is still .i
four-year sunset provision for Section 215,
which will allow oversight again in four
years, but disappointed that the negotiators just did not go far enough."
In addition, another revision of the act
would allow subpoena recipients to challenge them, but they would have to wait
one year to do so,
"It hardly seems constitutional that... a
recmient of a subpoena must wait a full year
to challenge a gag order," Gorman said.
Gerald Gill, head of reference and government documents for Carrier Library,
said, "Libraries are very concerned with
keeping the privacy of people who use
them." GUI added that shortly after Btpl
11., when the Patriot Art was passed, JMU
l.ibranes decided to not keep circulation
records. JMU Libraries has specific software, called Deep Freeze, which reboots
computers after about 30 minutes of inactivity, deleting all records and cookies
kept on the computer.
"(The FBI | might be able to see what
books were checked out, but not a history," Gill said.
However, Gill said he would be very
wary of privacy issues with the renewal
of the Patriot Act. He also said, especially
with research at the collegiate level, what
appears on a computer screen may not be
indicative of a terrorist threat.
"It seriously impedes a free society.
This is a slippery slope in terms of how far
to go," Gill said.

Advanced Placement science
exam scores are not good predictors of success in college science
courses, according to a MCtM
survey.
The released results indicate that
the program, which is administered
by the College Board, is not as successful as it claims. The courses are
supposed to prepare high school
students with information equivalent to introductory college science
classes. Many colleges let students
Clace out of these classes due to
igh scores on the AP exam.
According to the College Board
Web site, an exam score of 5 is equivalent to the top A-level work in the
corresponding college course.
This, however, is not the case,
according to Philip M. Sadler and
Robert H. Tai, respectivelly scholars at Harvard University and the
University of Virginia who surveyed 18,001) college students about
their science education.
Of those students who took the
APexam, received high scores and
decided to take the introductory
class, "about half of them earned
an A in the college course, even
after more exposure to the material," Sadler said. "If the AP score
was really equivalent to a college grade, then they should have
been able to do well in the college
course's exam without even taking

the course."
"Colleges should really assess
what they're giving credit for,"
said Tai, in an interview with The
Chronicle of Higher Education.
JMU is among the colleges th.it
do not let its science majors with
high AP scores place out of the
intmductory level classes.
"We recommend our entire core
for our biology majors. We still give
credit for AP scores of a four or five,
but it is elective credit," said Louise
Temple, head of the JMU biology
department. 'The AP Biology program is very specialized — it is mu
ally one semester and only covers
the hot topics. About 75 percent ot
biology is left out."
Temple continued, "I'm not fundamentally opposed to AP courses, but they should not be taken a
replacement for courses that should
be taken in high school."
"(The department does not|
want our students to jump over having a well-developed core. Taking
extensive introductory classes gives
depth to what is to be learned Idler,"
Temple said.
Some students agree with the
recommended core curriculum.
"I actually did use my AP
scores to receive credit for the general chemistry classes and started
out in organic chemistry, a sophomore-level class, during my freshman year," Amanda Anderson, a
2005 JMU graduate with degrees
in chemistry and biology, said.
"In retrospect, I think it would
have been more beneficial for me
to take the introductory chemistry
courses here at JMU because the
chemistry major builds on the
general chemistry class and we
did not cover some of the topics
that professors here do."

Hellfish Bonanza

AMY PAThRSON/pAwo cJaar

Sophomore Andrew Slgal mom around a defender from Ohio University. JMU • ultimate Frlsbee teams
hosted The Hellfish Bonanza this weekend with over 25 teams competing.

Author recounts history of worldwide Muslim interaction
■Y MARY C/ARSTY
COHTMBUTMC WRTTER

The Nelson Institute for
International and Public Affairs
presented a religion presentation
in its recent Guardian Lecture
series Wednesday night.
Andrew Bostom was invited to discuss Islamic jihad and
its implications for the modern
world, with a special focus on
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
Bostom, author of 'The
Legacy of Jihad: Islamic Holy
War and the Fate of NonMuslims" explored the thesis
lihad is built into the Islamic
religion and said, "Jihad is ,m
institution intrinsic to Islam, and
it is put into effect through the
sharia [Islamic law|."

«

He gave a detailed history
of Muslim conflict, starting with
early conquests at the time of the
prophet Muhammad. Bostom
placed much emphasis on those
who did not wish to convert
to Islam during expansions
of the Islamic empire and the
restrictions and conditions they
were forced to endure.
Typically, Islam is known for
allowing people of other t.uths
to continue their worship, to
long as they pay a tax called a
jizya.
However, Bostom highlighted the system of "demitude" as
the major tool used for the subjugation of non-Muslim people.
He said this included the view
that they should be viewed as
half citizens, and this encour-

aged "the humor and abasement
of non-Muslim peoples."
Bostom argued that the
tax levied
on
nonMuslims,
mainly
Christians
and Jews,
was
only
one of many
restrictions
placed on
their everyday
lives.
The area of
Bostom
modernday Israel
was especially harsh, where nonMuslims were forced to wear
clothing and place signs on their
houses that distinguished them

as Chnstians or Jews. They were
not allowed to build temples or
churches as they wished.''
Bostom also cited the
extraordinanly violent nature
of the Muslim conquests, stating,
"Muslim
conquerors
essentially sacked every town,
village, and city they came
across." In a court of law, the
testimony of a Muslim was seen
as more worthy than any number of Jews' and Christians' testimony. Bostom argued that the
dramatic anti-Semitism continued throughout the Ottoman
Empire and into the present
day.
WWI and WWII only helped
fuel this sentiment, and all of
this has paved the way for excessive violence by jihadist groups

today. He showed clips from
the Hamas Web site and others,
that as recently as a few days
ago were calling for death to die
leuisli population
One explicit clip stated,
"There is no blood better than
that of the Jews...It was Jews
who provoked Nazism and
brought war upon the world."
Bostom quoted extensively
from Islamic texts to support
his idea that (ihad is maintained
by the Quran and hadith, the
two most important texts for
Muslims.
I he controversial lecture lead
many to ask questions. Junior
Samier Mansur, president of the
Muslim Student Association,
said it is important to preface
the account that was told with

the fart that Islam is a peaceful
religion, and those today who
choose to support such radical
ideology are a minority.
He said, "I am a Muslim and
I do not know anyone who taps
into that." Despite many students' attempts to reiterate this
same point. Bostom stood firm.
He said it was unfortunate, but it
is time for people recognize that
radicals are pulling their ideology
Irom pnmary Islamic mim
J. Peter Pham. head of the
Nelson Institute, said the purpose of the Guardian lecture
series is to get people talking
and to challenge people's knowledge. He invites anyone to do
the same and brine, lactUIWI to
lames Madison to present a Jit
ferent view.
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DUKE DAYS Events Calendar
School of the Americas

POLICE LOG
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A JMU employee reported holes in a wall ol a recreation room
in Ashby Hall that occurred between Feb 17 at 3 p.m. and Feb
21 at 10:58 a.m.

Possession of marijuana
A JMU student was charged with possession ot marijuana at
Weaver Hall Feb 21 at 10:28 p.m

Property damage, alcohol violation

A screening ot a short documentary uncovering
the truth behind the School ot Americas, a U.S.
military base in Georgia that trains Latin American
soldiers, will be shown tonight at 7 p.m. in Transitions in Warren Hall. The film will be followed by
a talk and discussion led by Dr. Laura Lewis of
the anthropology department. This event is sponsored by JMU Amnesty International and the Progressive Coalition

Five JMU students were charged with property damage and an
alcohol violation at the Festival Center Feb. 18 at 2:58 a.m.

Property damage
A JMU student reported the destruction ol a study desk In a
study room at Chappelear Hall between Feb 21 at 10:30 p.m.
and Feb 22 at 4 10 pm
Number ol drunk in publics since Aug. 29: 66

The Breeze is publ ished Monday and Thursday
mornings and distributed throughout James
Madison University and the local Hamsonburg
community Comments and complaints should
be addressed to Nathan Chiantella. editor
Main Telephone:
(540) 568-6127
Editor: Nathan Chiantella
(540) 568-6749
breezeeditorOhotmail com
cn/anfna©;mu.edu

Correction:

Advertising Department:
(540) 568-6127

In the Feb 23 issue ot The Breeze, there were
errors in the article about the new associate
dean. Herb Amato First, Violet Allain is not the
former dean of GenEd. She is an associate
dean Also, Dean Halpern is not retiring, as the
photo caption stated

New* Desk:
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breezenewsQhotmatl. com
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W How to place a classified Go to wwwlhebreeze.org
and dick on the classified link or come srHo the office
weekdays between 8 am. and 5 p.m.
■ Cost: $5 00 for the first 10 words, S3 for each
additional 10 words: boxed classified, $10 per
column inch,
■ Deadlines: noon Friday lor Monday issue,
noon Tuesday for Thursday issue.
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office.

Receive up to $200
a month and give life
to patients in need.

540-801-0672
269 Lucy Drive
Hamsonburg, VA 22801

Call for an appointment today.

MAILING ADDRESS

The Breeze, the student-run
newspaper of James Madison
University, serves student and
faculty readership by reporting news involving the campus and local community The
Bmeze strives to be impartial and fair in its reporting
and firmly believes in its First
Amendment rights
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(540) 568-6709
breezesportsOhotmall. com
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Dr. C. Dale Walton
Department of Defense & Strategic Studies
Missouri State Universiu

speaking on
Revolutions in Strategic Perspective,
I'.IM & Future
Wednesday, Marrh 1, 2006
Taylor Hall 404
7:00 PM
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S|xmsorrcl 1 >> tin Nelsmi Institute with support, in part,
from tlii-JMl' College of Arts & letters Knhanremcnt Inin.imi

SPRING BREAK HOURS
Mar.36:30am 5:00pm Mar.4-5:CLOSED, Mar.6-10:11:30-1:30M-F; 5:00-7:00M-Th
Mar. 11: CLOSED, Mar. 1 2:4:00-11:30pm. Mar. 13-Normal Hours Resume

SafeRides is hosting a Mile Drive Fundraiser. Donate a dollar; receive a fake dollar in order to have
your name displayed around The Festival. We hope to sell enough fake dollars to make the length
of a mile! Donate now to an organization working to make Harrisonburg a safer community

by preventing drunk driving through a designated driver program!
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Book Buddy project to
reach out to students
■Y LAUREN SEABSON
CONTRIBUTING IWTEft

Friday morning, more than 50 Hamsonburg High School students visited JMU
as a kickoff to the semester-long Book Buddy Project
The project which is in its fourth year,
is sponsored by the College of Education
and Community Service-I .earning Center,
involves about 25 JMU education major
student-volunteers, who each team up with
one or two high school students to read
and discuss a particular book throughout
the semester.
The students were paired with one another based on the books they had chosen
from a particular list. As thev read each day,
high school students make a post on the discussion board online and the JMU students
check the posts and provi>ke discussions
through the board or emails.
Senior Elizabeth Shu It/, who coordinated the volunteers and organized Friday's
events, said the goal of hosting the students
was to motivate them (or the project and
introduce the high school students to their
JMU volunteers so they feel more comfortable. "Being in discussion with the college
students and seeing that the books are interesting gives these high school students
the power for understanding and achievement" Schultz said.
1SAT professor Cindy Klevickis said,
"Many of the of the volunteers are freshmen

and sophomores so it is a wonderful opportunity for them to volunteer right away and
get involved with high school students."
Fnday's activities included a tour at
ISAT, in which Klevickis made ice cream
out of liquid nitrogen and ISAT professor
Chris Bachmann gave the students a tour
of the alternative fuels vehicle lab. They
also conducted an Oobteck experiment and
learned bow to post discussions with their
volunteers.
According to Klevickis, the science
activities were meant to give the students
a sense of what college science courses
are like.
One of the main goals of the Book Buddy Project is to encourage students to reach
for college attainment.
The Hamsonburg High School students
are involved in the Book Buddy Project
through Cathryn Soenksen's English class.
HHS freshman Jessica Knight said, "1 had a
good time We made gak and ice cream and
got our books. This experience |so far) has
been very helpful."
Klevickis said. The high school students were very enthusiastic. It meant a lot
to them that JMU students cared enough
to do this."
As Friday's activities were a way of beginning the project Schultz said there have
been discussions about bringing the students back at the end of the semester to meet
with their partners one last time. However,
no plans have been finalized.

States'
rights go
center
stage at
Supreme
Court
■Y DAVID SAVAGE
LOS ANGELES TIMES

AMY MTCRSON.'/rtMo rdilor
Professor Cindy Klevickis make. Ice cream wtth liquid nitrogen during
the kkkoff of the Book Buddy Project.

Ill take influential leaders for $400!

AARON SOBEI j oaf pKaopapl,,,
Juniors Monlque Hall and Maagan LyUm and freshman Chlqurta King and Anau King
play Black History Jeopardy Thursday night, sponsored by the Black Student Alliance.

Preliminary
results
ricin in
Texas dorm
room
•Y SYIVIA MORENO
THE WASHINGTON POST

LOOKING FOR AN
EXCITING JOB?
GOOD. BECAUSE
RED BULL IS
LOOKING FOR A
STUDENT BRAND
MANAGER ON
YOUR CAMPUS!
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To find out more and to apply go to
www.rcdbullu.com or text the word SBM to 72855

The FBI sent a team of experts on weapons of mass
destruction Saturday to collect samples of a powder
found in a University of Texas student dormitory that
were preliminarily identified as the deadly poison ricin.
A student discovered the powder Thursday afternoon in a roll of quarters she was using to operate
washing machines in Moore-Hill Hall. She notified
dormitory officials, who brought in university police
and local health authorities.
Preliminary tests conducted by the Austin-Travis County Health and Human Services Department
showed by Friday night that the powder was ricin,
prompting the involvement of the FBI's Joint Terrorism Task Force. The dormitory was temporarily closed
for decontamination, and the 400 students living in
Moore-Hill Hall were notified of the results at a latenight briefing at a nearby dorm. Other than the laundry room and a portion of the second floor, MooreHill was reopened to students at 12:30 a.m. Saturday.
Special Agent Rene Salinas of the FBI's San Antonio office said the agency believed the incident "is
not terrorist connected." But he said a team of WMD
experts from FBI headquarters in Quantico, Va„ had
flown to Austin to collect samples of the powder for
further testing. Other federal agents "are trying to determine the exact origin of this material," Salinas said,
noting that additional testing would be completed
over the weekend.
The student who found the powder had not exhibited any symptoms of exposure to the toxin but was
notified of the test results and asked to seek medical
attention as a precaution. Her roommate was alerted
also.
Ricin does not occur naturally but is made from
castor bean processing waste, according to the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Web site.
It can be manufactured as a powder, a mist or a pellet,
or it can be dissolved in water or weak acid. Ricin has
some limited medical uses, but as little as 500 micrograms — about the size of the head of a pin — can kill
an adult if inhaled or injected. A larger amount would
likely be needed to be lethal if ingested. The deadly
poison, which kills human cells by preventing them
from producing needed proteins, might have been
used in the Iran-Iraq war during the 1980s, according
to the CDC. Some quantities of ricin were found in alQaida caves in Afghanistan.
Salinas said the student was given the roll of quarters by a parent and "may have had the quarters KM .it
least two weeks" in her dorm room. Theresa Spalding,
of University Health Services, said the student whose
parents live in Houston, opened the roll Thursday and
used some of the coins to wash clothes. She returned to
her dorm room to get more coias and tore open the rest
of the roll. A white powder came out along with the
rest of the quarters.
"1 don't think it was a lot |of powder], but it was
enough to get over her computer table," Spalding said.
The student's call to authorities prompted a "white
powder alert," for which procedures have been outlined at the university since the 2001 anthrax scares
in Washington and New York, Spalding said. The
student's room was sealed off and the area around the
laundry room machine she was using was decontaminated. When the preliminary test showed a positive
ricin result, the laundry room was sealed off and the
entire dorm was decontaminated.
University spokeswoman Rhonda Weldon said the
school had had several "white powder calls" since 2001,
but that such alarms had decreased substantially in reHnt \<',irv llns is the first time an alert had resulted in
a positive identification of a toxin. "But let me be clear
that at this point we have no students exhibiting symptoms, including those who roported this," Jn said

The Supreme Court will take up
states' rights — of both the blue- and
red-state variety — in a pair of election-law cases to be heard this week
that could have major effects on the
future of American politics.
Tiny Vermont, a true blue state,
hopes to restore small-town democracy by greatly limiting the role of money in politics. If its new spending caps
win before the high court, they could
change how campaigns are conducted
across the nation.
Meanwhile, Texas, the biggest of
the red states, is defending its right
to redraw its electoral districts to
give its GOP majority more seats in
Congress. If its extraordinary middecade shift wins in the high court,
other states have signaled they will
do the same.
The pair of cases will also give
strong clues about the court's newest
members. Chief Justice John C. Roberts and Justice Samuel A. Alito.
In the Vermont case. Republicans
say the free-speech principle in the
First Amendment is fundamental to
American politics, and that any government-enforced limit on campaign
spending is unconstitutional.
Three years ago, the Supreme
Court narrowly upheld the McCainFeingold Act, which barred big contributions to political parties. Justice
Sandra Day O'Connor cast a deciding
fifth vote to reject the legal challenge
led by Republican Sen Mitch McConnell of Kentucky.
Justices Antonin Scalia, Clarence
Thomas and Anthony M. Kennedy voted to strike down these contribution
limits on First Amendment grounds.
If Roberts and Alito agree with them,
the court could rule that contribution
limits, as well as spending limits, are
unconstitutional.
But the Vermont case is driven
by liberal reformers who hope the
Supreme Court will reconsider its
30-year old ruling in Buckley ft Vii\eo. Then, the justices set a confusing,
two-part rule that has been the law
ever since.
Vermonters said they wanted to
turn back the clock to a time when
candidates had to listen first to voters, not just to campaign contributors.
Their "faith in the integrity of government |had been] profoundly shaken
by the effects of large contributions
and unfettered campaign spending,"
said state Attorney General William
Sorrel I, who will defend the law in the
Supreme Court.
The new law said candidates for
the state senate could spend only
$4,000 to run for office. Running statewide, candidates for governor would
be limited to (300,000. And incumbents could spend only 90 percent as
much as challengers.
In addition, contribution limits
were set very low. For example, donors to statewide candidates, like the
governor, could give no more than
$400 to a candidate.
Seventeen other states have joined
Vermont in arguing for states' rights.
Included are "blue states" such as
California, New York, Connecticut, Illinois, Maryland and Minnesota. They
say voters and lawmakers should
have the freedom to set campaign limits and to protect "the integrity of the
democratic process."
On Wednesday, the court will
hear the Texas case — a challenge to
the controversial redistricting that
was engineered by former House
Majority Leader Tom DcLav after
Republicans won control of the state
legislature in 2003.
Electoral district boundaries are
traditionally redrawn after the national census is conducted every 10
years. The idea is to make sure that
population shifts are reflected in
state legislatures as well as Congress.
But, Texas Republicans took action
mid-decade.
This case is fundamentally about
democracy," said R. Ted Cruz, the
Texas solicitor general, defending the
move as a matter of fairness.
Democrats had controlled the
state for decades, he said, and drew
district lines that allowed Democrats
to hold a majority of its seats in Congress, even as most of the state's voters cast ballots for Republicans. After
Republicans took solid control of both
houses of the state legislature in 2003,
DeLay spurred lawmakers to redraw
the congressional districts again so as
to knock off six Democratic members
of the House.
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CLEAN, FRIENDlI KNVIRONUENI
FEMALE IRTIS1 IND PIERCER
IMO'SOI DESIGNS T0C1I00SI FROM

200 SOUTH AVE.
HARRISONBURG,VA

BRING YOl R(M\ IN, 0R( VSTOMWORK II \li '.HII

Hair Corral

Don't wait for
that perfect job
to land in your I
Come to)the
the

VOTED
BEST TATTOOS
JMU HOT LIST
2(105!!

U T0CI.AVE STERILIZATION

on 42 South a short distance from Super-Walmaix Dayton. VA 540-879-2557

B
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15 AnriuaTffational
Capital Region Job fair

$6.00 Barber Cuts
$9.00 Salon Cuts

9 NO Waiting in
£ Barber Shop
Clipper Cuts

Come Tan with Usl
Tanning Beds Year-Round
Air Conditioned Rooms ,
NEW Bulbs

Walk-ins Welcome

Monday, March 13, 2006, 8:30am-2:OOpm
Northern Virginia Center. 7054 Haycoek Road, Falls Church, VA
Adjacent to the West Falls Church - VT/UVA Metro Station

Hours:
Mon-Fri
7am-5:30pm
Th 7am-7pm
Sat 7am-4pm

More than 90 professional and high tech companies from Virginia, Maryland
and DC recruiting for all levels and disciplines.
No uisl lo attend and all job seekers arc welcome! Please submit your resume by 5pm on
March 6 for inclusion in the resume book which is distributed to all attending companies
Word or PDF files may be sent lo resumts@ncrhokirs.org. Check our web site for an
up-to-date listing of attending companies and positions available Parking is very limited
so please take Metro to the West Falls Church VT/UVA Station (Orange line).

N€^US
PRUL. MITQHELL.

RLDKEN

Complete Line of
Hair Prddutts
Cosmetic
Accessories

Visit the website for more information and online registration.
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$27.00 200 minutes
$15.50 100 minutes
$5.00 per session

BSD
HSAD*
IK.I

NAIL SALON
Sculptured Nails
Manicures & Pedicures
3 Nail Techs
Waxinq

12 Barbers on Staff
14 Hairstylists on Staff

DICKS SPORTING GOODS
IS COMING TO JMU!
Come leann mom about
Jbicfe'A Spontinq Qoodd

Iceland makes the ideal quick "field trip." Get schooled in
Geology (surreal landscapes) and Sociology (unreal nightscapes
while practicing a bit of Chemistry.

without the pneaaune o J an intemneu/.

SPRING BREAK IN ICELAND

Tain UA Jon an
On^onmaiion Season
Yftanch | f 5P*n to 7pm*
in laiflon 304

S

-::-

from
per person, dbl occupancy
Sunday and Monday departures.
Includes transatlantic air, two nights hotel in Reykjavik,
Iceland, Scandinavian buffet breakfast daily except
arrival and airport/hotel transfers.

Learn about career opportunities for seniors &
summer internship opportunities for juniors.
•The same presentation will be given from 5:00-5:30

To book, contact your travel agent, call (877) 43S-7930. or visit
www.icelandairholidays.com/springbreak for more packages

and 6:00-6:30 with time to ask question immediately
following both presentations.

■

Refreshments will be served
„.„„,,

Questions: kate.brownOdrsK.com or stacey.whtteOdcsR.com
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Sudoku

***S5Z!ZL*S**R(Sunday morning... __-

54O-442-9923
Open 11am - 2am
7 days a week

MONDAY, FEB.

£«le»

Texas Hold'eni Tuesdays
Open Mfc Wednesdays
-.. JLive Jazz Saturdays
95 South Main St.
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"Create-your-own Beverage Bar"
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Buy one lunch buffet with a drink 8|

GET ONE FREE
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Call for delivery: 540438-9993
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We will be open until Midnight
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(or your convenience
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' This week only for Spring Break
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Rules: Fill in the grid with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row, each column, and
each of the three-by-three squares, each number
appears exactly once. There is only one correct way
to fill in the grid.
Difficulty: * # # •$• $
© 2006 brainfreezepuzzlesx:om
Store Hours
Monday-Friday 9am-10pm
Saturday 10am-8pm
Food Lion Shopping Center
Sunday 12pm-8pm
433-9989

Harnsonourg Crossing Shopping Center
438-9989
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Campus-Wide Canned
Food Drive
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to benefit £>lue fridge A ea |~ood £>ank

28 February to 26 April

What is Needed?
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1. (ianned Meal
2. ( aiini'il Vegetables
:!. Canned Fruil
I. Canned Stev -. SOUM
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Opening Event in aevaland Hall Foyer
Please V>\n us!
• Hunger Hen in Our Community
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What enn you do?
^onr group/nfficr/rlus* can ra«ilv
liolil a -nn|i|r food collection.
Km ii|>- >K support, \ i-il
lkww.jinu.edu/uiternationaJ/hiiBMi
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Brian Goodman. Edilor
brtezeopinion@hotmailtorn
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BREEZE PERSPECTIVES

Threat to national security warrants delay

Time with Peace Corps can
make proactive difference
BY SARA WOOOARD
CONTKIMTING 1VR/TER

In OH VCM were wondering — or it
Ihe Price Is Right" — the
■ national security is $6.8 billion.
That is how much Dubai Ports World, a
LniteU Arab Emirates-based corporation is
take I>\,T Bntish-owned Peninsular & Oriental Steam Navigation Company,
which has leasts on six major (and no ItM
than 15 additional) U.S. ports.
\\ ith our ports being one of the few entry-'
points into the country, this deal has raised
numerous Neaintv questions around Washme.ton. Everyone from ranking Senate IX-mocral
Charles Schumer to Bill hnst have djMKIBMd
pn>posing legislation that would delay or deter
approval ot trie sale. Itie Department of Homeland Security is expressing concerns over uV
.leal, and the press has had a field day. The
only one in Washington steadfasth behind the
sale is President Bush, who has gone so far as to
threaten a veto if any such bill is passed.

rau I
the president nothing, foe he has demonstrated his willingness to launch a DKCmptive unilateral war against ( ongress ,i\er
the issue. President Hush has not made a
frequent habit ot using the veto stamp; it
has not been employed in over five wars
I he fad that he has brandished his legislative "nuile.ir option" this earl v in the game
indicates that turning American ports over
to Middle Eastern control is something the
president is willing to go to the mat tor
If this Washingtoiuan w.ir of IVOndfl ll
not bad enough. President Bush is conducting it for a country whose record on sevuntv
has been questionable. Pakistan used Dubai
ports to smuggle the nuclear tcehnolog\
that helped them get the bomb; the U.A.E.
was one of three nations in the world to recognize the Taliban-controlled government
before we rolled through Afghanistan. And

if that's not enough, terrorist organizations
have wed the Imir.ites extensive banking
network to tunnel millions of dollars around,
some ot which has been dehnitivelv liked to
9/11. Al-Quaeda also has developed a habit
of recruiting and transporting numerous operatives from and through the country.
( ltmg these and other concerns, more levet-hetded member* ol Cbncfeea have pushed
to implement a 4>day holding penod on the
deal, which would enable security analysts to
more extensively weight the nsks ot the iak
I his compromise is a speedbump rather than
a bnck wall, one which Dubai Ports World has
ala-ady declared as acceptable. President Bush
would be wise to step off the rhetoric, put the
safety on his blazing pistols, and agree to the
further investigation. Prudence dictates that
■IS days iould lie a literal Iitesaver. and it is a
disgrace that the man who declared a "war on
terror" has not recognized as much.

I decided to join the Peace
( one while I was a freshman at
JMU. I was studying foreign languages and living in Ashby Hall.
With the inspiration of the endless supply of poetry readings
and away messages that university lite has to offer, I decided to
"be the change I wanted to see
in the world," to "make a difference," and to "live it up."
Right now I live in a tiny
ane-fOOfr) apartment on the third
floor of a communist-style cement building, in the center of a
tiny mountain town called Kriva
Palanka. I am a Peace Corps volunteer in the former Yugoslavic
OMinliy of Macedonia. I've been
living here at my site for two
months now. Before that, I lived
in a different town for three
months with a host family, and
learned to speak Macedonian.
Now, 1 am living here in Kriva Palanka, 17 kilometers away
tom the Bulgarian border, but
■fCRlingh decadal away from
the world of prosperity that the
Eunipean Union appears to offer.
I am trying to come to peace with
the Cad that I can't change the
world, but rather 1 can make a
difference, one person at a time.
I can reach someone how to turn
on a computer or how to say, "My
name is Igor." I can bring hope to
a people who have desperately
fallen upon hard times.
My life is exciting and oddly
nimantic. Every day, 1 wake up
and take a rickety old van — left
over from the fruitful times of
Tito — to work. 1 work in three
different schools where English
is taught in three tiny villages.
But sometimes we spend half

the class trying to get the fire going in the old dilapidated wood
stove, so that at least the kids in
the front row can defrost their
freezing hands in order write
down how to tonjugate the verb
"to be" in the present tense.
Being a volunteer in Peace
Corps Macedonia has been fascinating so far. 1 have tasted hundreds of interesting f<x>ds that I
had never even imagined before.
My Macedonian friends have
done the same (i.e. peanut butter, oatmeal ox»kies, marshmallows...). I have hiked to the tops
of mountains and stood looking over al territory that has belonged to almost every great em
pin.' of the world while standing
on crumbling torts built by the
Romans over two thousand years
ago. I have listened to Turbo-folk
musu, danced the Oro, drunken
homemade wine and brandy, and
rented movies the day after they
opened in theaters in the United
States, for only a dollar.
I divided to become ■ Peace
Corps volunteer because I was
in love with the idea ot living in
another country, using my hardearned skills tit help other people,
while at the same time, learning and growing an enormous
amount myself. 1 love meeting
new people, speaking .mother
language and the challenge of living alone in a completely new society. And now, here I am, changing the world one light bulb at a
rime. Let the games begin.
Sara Rish Woodward is a 2004
graduate of\MU. She is now serving as a Peace Corps Volunteer
in the role of English Resource
teacher in Macedonia, where she
will live and work for two years.
Woodward can be reached at
XI Karposfl'yahoo.com.
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Stuffed students can help to
take a bite out of world hunger
\\ Mikt

LION

warn

Hunger. To most of us here at JMU, all that
means is the qiMM) unpleasant growling of the
stomach we experience while waiting to get out
of a class or, in the most extreme cases, forgoing lunch to do homework. However, that same
word holds a much greater meaning for people
around the world To them, hunger isn't just an
annoyance; it is a defining aspect of their state
of being. Of all the people ot the globe, onethird are starving. I don't mean to preach or tr\
to put people in the United States on a guilt trip
for eating well, but this problem needs solving.
Before discussing solutions, it is important
to determine exactly what is meant by the word
"hunger." When discussing what we call world
hunger and its consequences, we are spend, ally talking about a condition in which the kind
and quantity of food consumed by a person do
not provide the energy necessary to function
on a biological function. Basically, it vour diet
doesn't let vou do anything other than breathe
and beat your heart, you would be classified as
chronically hungry.
\s a direct result of the resultant malnutrition and hunger, 15 million children die every
year worldwide. The number of people who
live with hunger worldwide is estimated to be
somewhere around 850 million. The cause ot
this isn't even that there isn't enough food to
go around — overall production of food around
the world is up from what it was JO years ago.
Thi problem is chiefly monetary; most people
simply don't have the funds to buy the amount
ol tood that they need or enough land to grow

it. Living life on less than $1 a day doesn't give
you many options.
If the problem is that the people who need
food can't afford it, then the solution would appear to be rather simple. II everyone were to give
a small donation of say, $5, to a charitable organization that concerns itself with the distribution
of food around the world, the problem could be
relieved significantly. For instance, the cost of all
the world's sanitation and hunger requirements
is equal to the amount people in America and Europe spend on perfume in a given vear. For the
price of one missile, a s, hool toll ot luingrv children could eat lunch for one year. If the people of
the United States and their government made a
commitment to assuaging this problem, it could
easilv be accomplished Also, the positive effects this would have on the image of America
throughout the world would enhance thealreadv
obvious benefits of addressing this issue
My purpose in writing this article is iln>
pie: world hunger is a huge problem and we,
as people living in the most prosperous nation
in the history of mankind, have a moral obligation to at least try and help. I'm not saving that
you should go on hunger strikes and give up
the weekly feasts on grilled cheese lhursda\s
at D-hall. Just take some time and try to help
remedy this situation. Whether that means donating money or writing a letter to your senator
asking the government to give more makes no
difference. If everyone doe* something, perhaps
we won't have to turn on the nightly news and
see malnourished children and hear about the
millions who die from lack ot sustenance every
year. Our humanity demands it.
\4ike I '''•'! is' a freihman Fnglish major

A "your-crosswords-are-f a r-too-difficult"
dart to 7M Breeze for printing these terribly advanced puzzles for a collegiate audience.
From a frustrated junior who just got back from
Amrttttt and still didn't know what four-letter
word they wear on their heads.

A "way-to-oome-out-as-a-metrosexual" pat
to my friend who finally grew a pair and went
man-tanning.
From your porcelain-white friend who will deny
she knows you tlie minute you come out oftlte tanning bed looking like an oompa loompa.

A "look-Mom-no-hands!" pat to the guy
who was relieving himself while using both
hands to answer his cell phone.
From nn envious math major who HWS bewildered and amazed at your multt-tn-ikntx abilities.

A "have-you-seen-my-balls?" dart to the
sculptor who neutered the Duke Dog statue
outside the Plecker Athletic Center.
From two sophomore girls who are sad that tliey
will never get the chance to play with the puppies

An "l-am-too-old-because-it-is-t(ii>-loud"
dart to the bow in the townhouec next to me
who turn up the bass at all hours
From a girl who doesn t appreciate the pseu•io-earthquakes from your speakers that fjatjbj
her house to the foundation

A "way-to-practice-the-parable" pat to the
real-life good Samaritan who rescued me in his
|eep when my cheap bike tell apart under me.
From a junior damsel in distress oil the side of
the road who is extremely grateful that you didn't
pass by me like tlie others.

Benefit Concert
Proceeds tobi mefifl the JMI' Leslie George
i [inTTrTlrci ■ aTTiTi ffTTeT^iil

Featuring:
-—■•<-:: T-j

8 8:15 Exit 245
8:15-830 Breakdance Club
830-8:45 Low Key

:\ ic ):i H i, i \-:i'■(■']').//, a :'00pm

8:45-9 New filiapi-

'>'-'( rhill'Oii SloVdllTlMiilc!

SMsSSfffff/B

E-mail darts and pats to
hnvwdu^ hotnuixcini.
Darts 4 Pals are uibmltted anon\mou%l\ and primed
on a spate available ba\n
Submissions are based upon one
person's opinion of a gi\tn situ
alion. person or evenl and dti
not ntcessanls reflect the truth

%

aw ^non
PP*
SUSS

aMSw

'■i i 0\(Hones
9:15-930 The Madisawjfect

Sponsored by l*r1SlK«nd the Office ol Health Promotion

930 9:45 Madison Dance

for more info please vlslthttp wwwjmu.edu/healthl r'eatingdlsoidei leslle/shtml
's please <oni.wi S68I725

9:45-10 BliHtnnes
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
If not Olympics, what is a 'sportr

Politicans give Va. homosexuals the shaft

The Winter Olympics — arc they really that
bonne? The answer lies in this next question: Do
you think the Super Bowl is a big deal?
If you said yes. then ask yourself this: Is it really
the game that you are excited about? Or the comMH'mals? Or pregaming? That's what I thought;
il\ ,in .innual excuse to drink beer.
When the Olympics roll around everv four years
it is all about the games. You can argue that the
"apl >rts aren't sports at all. I Tie excitement isn't there,
the Olympics are only hype and no action. But charging down a sheet of ice at speeds topping around »)
miles and hour, (ailing from extreme heights onto
hard surfaces and barreling down the side of a mountain is .is much of a rush as one of Michael Jordan's
lamous tongue-hanging-out slam dunks
c>n thi' tupii nt interesting sports, of course curling ton'l action-packed, but then tune into the short
track races or, the newest event, snowboard cross.
The crashes tit amazing. The balls on these athletes
are more than any baseball player will ever have.
I lie level ol intensity is more than that of your average game making the Olympic schedule chock-full
of sports; in the purest sense of the word.
IM "blah" factor, well, that is just what I would
say to people who disregard the Olympics as just
another collection of Americans in funny outfits.

Virginia is notorious for harboring snake oil
salesmen like Pat Robertson, Jerry hilwell and their
clique of superstitious, bigoted fanatics; people who
go to see "Deliverance" over and over again (for
some reason) but boycott "Brokeback Mountain."
Virginia made the news again when Gov. Kaine, who opposes basic rights like same-sex marriage, etc., decided to cover his backside with an
easy gesture towards the lesbians and gays who
helped elect him. He's forbidding bigots from discriminating in hiring for state jobs — though, like
most Democrats, Kaine will require a spinal transplant before hazarding any further.
Not exactly Red Revolution, but State Attorney
General Bob McDonnell says it's "unconstitutional." (Is he referring to the Confederate constitution
— he can't mean the U.S. Constitution?) McDonnell is acting on behalf of Del. Marshall, R-Pnnce
William, who claims that gays and lesbians aren't
discriminated against. That's news to everyone
else, with the exception of the aforementioned relif.Kuis fanatics, men like Jack Knapp ol the Virginia
Assembly of Independent Baptists, who opposes
ending discnmination against gays and lesbians.
Marshall also said "Second, I see it as a
way to give legal status to sodomy and other
practices homosexuals engage in." Is he aware
that the U.S. Supreme Court tossed all anti-gay
"sodomy" laws into the garbage, where they belong? Does the poor man realize that his state-

Jennifer Everdale
freshman HTM major

In My Own
Wort*

AUMMT-New CDs from Elvis Costello,
Kid Rock, Bayside, Jessi Colter, Los Lobos,
Alecia Nugent, ZZ Top and more!
NEW IVSED CDs • DVDs • JMKS • MVEITIS • WU • boob • VIDEOS • REE spci.1 orfcrf
■wii( KCtssories • nujiiiiKi • MIMES 4 inpom • HAIO-TO-FWO KtfSK ' opet 7 4ap\

Bill Perdue
Roseville
Feb. holiday not dedicated to all the presidents
The Feb. 23 issue of The Breeze printed a
student's "dart" complaining about our university's failure to celebrate "President's Day,
even though the university is named after one
of America's finest leaders." For the record,
there is no legal holiday in Virginia known as
"President's Day." The national holiday that
fell this year on Monday, Feb. 20, is properly
called "Washington's Birthday." The state holiday is properly known as "George Washington
Day." Historian C.L. Arbelbide explains, in an
article that appeared in the National Archives'
journal Prologue in 20X14, that following implementation of the Monday holiday bill in 1971
(which relocated, but did not rename, the federal holiday), advertisers began labeling the new
sales opportunity "President's (or Presidents')
Day." All along, Arbelbide writes, opponents of

the Monday holiday bill feared that, eventually,
Americans would forget that the day was meant
to remember the nation's first president.
Rick Meixsel
faculty member, history department
Editorial policies
Responses to all articles and opinions published
in The Breeze are welcome and encouraged.
Letters should be no longer than 250 words, must
include a phone number for verification and can

be e-mailed to breezeopiniorv&hotmailcom or
mailed to MSC 6805 G1. Anthony-Seeger Hall,
Harnsonburg, VA 22807. The Breeze reserves
the right to edit all submissions for length or
grammatical style.
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial
hoard at a whole, and is not necessanly the opinion of any
individual stiff member of The 8ree*e
Editorial Board.
Nathan ChiantelU. wrtror in chief
Kristen Green, managing editor
Brian Goodman, opinion editor
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the newspaper, this staff, or fames Madison
University

The off-campus
health center
EmergiCare |
No Appointment
Necessary

SELL US YOUR OLD MUSIC AND MOVIES!
434-99*9
MMItMWIM

ments brand him not only a bigot but a practitioner of the Nazi big lie technique? Does he
understand that men like Benedict Arnold, Jeff
Davis, Joseph McCarthy and Richard Nixon are
detested and that sooner or later people shrink
back from the stench of fascism? Obviously not
yet, but he will.

What A Record
Store Should Be!

mit tmn■yjiitMii | IMIW.nitlrlMSK.C0W

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon-Fri: 9am-8pm Sat: I Oam- 1pm
Sun: lpm-6pm 540-432-9996
755-A Cantrell Ave. Next to Hardee's

•mutter)

California Nails

i Indoor/Outdoox *

Bring in this Coupon
for a $28.00
Manicure and Pedicure!

LIFEGUARDS

Located in Walmart
171 Burgess M
(540) 438.5994

Full set $20
Fill $13

Starting Pay $8.25/hr
No Certifications nooded to apply! We will train!
Certifications include: Lifeguard r-irst Aid'CPR AED & Oxygen

TAN FAST
SPRING BREAK!!!

Stop In or Call Today (540) 289-4939
Gel application online @ www massresort)obs com

"Save $S We Charge by the mimi**. not vtolt"

Rosort also HIRING other full & part-time - year-round jobs!

200 minutes $29

Month $39

SPRAY ON TANS

Spray on Mystic Tan Booth:
Press Button Mist Gets You 3 Skin Shades Darker, Awesome Golden Tan
www.mystlctan.com

"*—"1 visit $1 9.99™*
630 North Main SI
Bnagewater. Va
828.2338

SIMMONS CUT & TAN
TffT

www.fotolbodypt
Walk-ms Welcome

150 East Wolfe St.
Neot Klines Ice Cream
432.6076

Searching
For The
Perfect Place
To Live?

( THE ROADiMrVO
/0MANH00D
7

Tuesday, February 28 - 7PM
Grafton-Stovall Theatre

www.OffCampusHousing.com
We Offer The Largest Selection of Housing
Join us for a night of artistic expression to begin our annual
celebration of Women's History Month in March.

MORE INFORMATION, CONTAC ! PAMI I A PHAVME AT PHArMEPr@MU.EDU
OR STOP BY THE CENTER FOR MULTICULTURAL SLJOEMT SERVICES (W.ARREN 245)
OR WOMEN'S RESOJRCE CENTER (WARREN HALL,

41* FLOOR)

sponsored by the Center for Multicultural Student Services
and the Women's Resource Center

Hunters Ridge Townhomes
Hunters Ridge Condos
Devon Lane Townhomes
Fox Hill Townhomes
Mountain View Heights
Madison Manor
Madison Square

COLDWELL
BANKER
COMMERCIAL

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS'

Madison Terrace
Madison Gardens
Duke Gardens
Gingerbread House
Country Club Court
College Station
Large Selection of Homes
Large Selection of Townhomes

434-5150
7I5 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA

A&E

Cailc While. Editor
Jill Yaworski. Assistant Editor
brte:earls(" hmmmljoin

arts & entertainment
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Court Square Theater to host diverse events throughout March

Poetry great
to speak in
Wilson tonight

Movies, music to
grace Theater stage
■Y HAH CHII

i

(EMM H
JMU plQJMgon, tolk music and
Muslim comtdy will be presented at
Couil Square Ihe.iler in downtown
Harnsonburg thmughout the month of

Much.

I he Iitst event lor the month la ■
tolk mu'ii conceit In conjunction with
WMRA 90.7 FM, Court Square I heater
will present lohn McCutcheon. a highly
respected folk singer, cm Sunday, March

B. Throughout his career thus far, this
popular artist has received five l.r.immy nominations for his original music.
McCutcheon will take the stage at 7:30
p.m., and tickets can be purchased for
$18 in advance — $lf> tor students and
seniors — or at the door for $20.
Show vour support for some of
JMU's very own faculty and watch the
Montpelier Quintet perform on Monday. March b. This in-residence woodwind quintet fn»m the schcx>l of music
is made up of faculty members Beth
Chandler (flute), Michele Kirkdortter
(oboe), Janice Minor (clarinet), Susan
Barber (bassoon) and Abigail Pack
(horn). They will be playing a reper-

toire of 20th-century pieces by composers Cyorgy Ligeti, 1-alo Schifnn, Carl
Nielsen and Malcolm Arnold.
The Montpelier Quintet, which has
been together for five years, is looking
forward to their performance.
"We're particularly excited to be
performing at Court Squan- Theater
because it's a great opportunity to
reach out to the community beyond
JMU," said Beth Chandler, assistant
Dfl lessor of flute. "We plav frequently
on campus, but it will be nice to play
elsewhere in our area, especially in the
heart of downtown Harrisonburg."
Pickets for the show, which begins .it
7:30 p.m. are $5 at the door. "We hope

to have a good turnout here at home in
preparation for our upcoming concert
at the Kennedy Center in Washington,
D.C., on Wednesday, March 15," Chandler said. For those who are interested
in attending the Kennedy Center performance, contact Donna Wampler in
the school of music at x86863.
In preparation for St. Patrick's Day,
Court Square Theater will be holding
an evening of traditional Insh music
and dance on Fnday, March 10 at 8 p.m.
Tickets purchased in advance will be
$12 for adults and $10 for students and
seniors. Tickets purchased at the door

Mi THEATER, page 9
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I'm addicted to...

Sometimes quirky routines become more than just a bad habit
■Y RACHFI BISHOP
1
fllMO MUTER

Can't quit sucking your thumb? Many of us
have addictions that we can't break, or simply silly
routines for good luck. There are also many more
serious addictive betuviofl (hat cause harm in a
person's life however. So what kinds of addictions
do|ML students have? Do any of us still sleep with
a teddy bear, spend hours online or brush our hair
UK) times befofC KOing t>» bed? And what about the
more serious problems like drinking, smoking, eating or even shopping?
Well, MOM 1ML students have test rituals such
as wearing lucky underwear, bringing five pern ils.
or Mting a certain food right before test time. Freshman Kirsten Ice, for example, has to chew gum
H henevei she takes i beat
"It s weird.' she savs. "1 think it helps with
anxiety and it helps me focuf " Her favorite testtaking brand? Orbit.
Freshman Martha leu also chews on something
during a lest: tta tree oil toothpicks. She bought

them from a health store to help her quit smoking,
and "now 1 always like to have one when I'm taking a test," she says.
Others of us are addicted to having our possessions | certain way. Our shoes are organized bv color; our jewelry is spread out for easy viewing; our
CDs are arranged by artist.
Sophomore Meagan Travers always has her
textbooks in alphabetical order on their shelf. "|My
roommate) stays away from them," she says, "because they're all chemistrv books."
I ike wise, freshman Shaina Affatato won't make
her bed in the morning. But she does make it right
before she goes to sleep. She doesn't feel like it in the
morning, she says, but she "hate|s| when the sheets
are messed up and the pillows are really flat" so she
makes it before she lies down.
Freshman Jessica Chambers also admits to
having little addictions. She wears two bracelets
every day and always puts her left bracelet on before her right one.
"But that might be because it's harder to put
the left one on," she jokes. She also checks her Web-

mail and Facebook every morning, as soon as she
wakes up, and eats at the same place every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. Similarly, Travers always
puts her right contact in before her left one, and
drinks coffee every morning.
These behaviors are silly and light, but many
people have more serious problems with addictive behaviors. They often put the activity or object
above all else in their lives, which can cause mental and physical harm. Examples include physical
addiction to substances like alcohol or marijuana
and psychological addictions like gambling, sex,
shopping or eating disorders. Research shows that
these activities often produce beta-endorphins in
the brain, which cause the person to feel a kind of
high. They then get addicted to that feeling, and
continue their activity to achieve it
According to the research of Dr. Ruth Engs, a
health science professor at Indiana University, there
are 10 common characteristics of people with addictions A person becomes obsessed with the behav-
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Performance will
be a first-time
recitation
B> ZAUI BEARD
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Some say Nikki Giovanni is
the godmoUSer of hip-hop. But in
the I s*70s, Giovanni wasn't trying
to get the crowd crunked — she
was trying to get the world to
listen.
An uncompromising social
commentator and equal-rights
advocate, Giovanni recorded
her album Truth is On Its WHV
in 1971 to critical acclaim. 1 he
avant-garde recording combined
traditional gospel spirituals with
Giovanni's proactive social vaVM I
bound together by poetry and a
powerful voice.
To commemorate the 35th anniversary of the groundbreaking
recording Giovanni is recreating
Truth with a combined 125-voice
gospel choir in concert at Wilson
Hall on Monday at 7 p.m. This is
the first time Giovanni has ever
performed the album in concert.
Giovanni originally recorded
the album when then,- was no
real concept of adapting the spoken word to gospel music. Now
the poet has a generation familiar
with hip-hop, and the local help
of five Virginia colleges.
The concert features student
choirs Irom |\U . I astern Mennonite Universitv, Marv Baldwin
College, Virginia State University
and Washington & Lee University. Being the only traditional
black college of the five, half of
the choir and the full-sized band
on stage with Giovanni are from
Virginia State University.
"She's one of the major poets of her generation," said Jean
Cash, professor of English at
IM U. "One of her strengths is her
ability to move and change with
the times."
Joanne Gabbin, professor of
English and executive director
of the Furious Flower Poetry
Center at JMU, said in a recent
article in the Daily News-Record
that Giovanni has gone from
militant to mellow as her works
have matured.
The Furious Flower Poetry
Center, founded in 1999. provides research and publication
opportunities for advancement
of African-American poetry.
In addition to the Poetry
Center, the event is sponsored
by the Center for Multi-Cultural Services, the University Program Board and Washington &
Lee University.
Giovanni, 62, is a native of
Knoxville, Tenn., and a University Distinguished Professor of
English at Virginia Tech. She
is a poet, social commentator
and educator, who, during the
1970s, gained attention nationally through her poetry readings. A prolific writer, she has
published more than 20 books,
and received more than 20 honorary degrees, her most recent
being an honorary doctorate of
Human Letters from West Virginia University in 2003.
The concert Monday night
is going to be recorded and produced as a new live version of
Truth Is On Its Way.
Giovanni will sign books and
CDs before the concert. Doors
open at h p.m.

Reggae band takes inspiration from classics

Author has kitchenware rider on insurance policy

iRon Lion performs at Dave's Taverna during weekend

Freelancer believes his
appliances are out to get him

■Y

Ems
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The young reggae vocalist
iRon I HT\ ottered a mix of old
reggae (avonles like Bob and
/jggv Marle\ infused with
R&B sounds in«m gmups like
the PURM at I kava'i I lowntown Taverna on Saturday
night. Ronnie Brandon, the
vocalist and keyboardist of
iRon li*wi, got his start al an
earlv age singing in his local church Since then, he has
grown to rowing anything
fmm colagt partial to opening lor larger reggae performances, Ilk'' I he Ka/or Toss.',
The WaikTs Band! and StabkRoots. The name of his Reggae
band was an inspiration taken
fn>m a Bob Mariey song "Iron
LmrvZion."
Throughout his set, (Ron
Uon mixed ins tra.ks with
simple ditties like "feel the

I ihrations, dnnk dnnks at the
bar, enjoy yourself and fasten
your seat belts as we take you
on a ride," to keep the audience interested.
Although the music was
well-played and well-delivered, the arena to which iRon
I nn\ was playing was not ideal.

While many were appreciative
of the live mtertainrnent, reggae in a local tavern and sports
ku s«-tting seemingh an- not
the best fit. But overall iRon
Lion, with his melting pot of
young talent inspiration and
experience, keyed in and gave a
groovy perft irmance to patrons

AARON S'lfcWART uaff ph*otrapt*r
Saturday night, IRon Uon played a mix of reggae music
at Dave's Downtown Taverna.

BY JERKY ZE/IMA

rm nMMpoao u
As a homeowner who lives in deadly fear that
inanimate objects are out to get me, I have come to
the frightening conclusion that my house is boobytrapped. I base this belief on the fact that I can't open
a door, a drawer or a cabinet without being physically attacked by the contents therein.
I don't know if anyone else has this problem,
but I do know that in my house, there is a definite
conspiracy against me. The worst offenders are the
plastic containers that live in the cabinet above the
oven in the kitchen.
I very morning, when I open the cabinet to get a
coffee mug I am pelted by a torrent of Tupperware.
Then- an' scores of these insidious bowls and their corItapi tnding tt>ps and they seem to be multiplying at an
alarming rate. At least I haven't been hit on the head
bv any of the dozen or so coffee mugs in there. Maybe
tomormw morning. We have so many containers because my wife says we need them for leftovers. This
would be fine if we were feeding say, China.
Then then' is the drawer on the right side of the

main counter. I take my life in my hands every time I
open it because it contains lethal implements such as
knives, scissors and corkscrews. Invariably, I'll have
trouble getting into it because something will become
lodged between the drawer and the counter. One day
I became so frustrated after several minutes of trying to open the stupid thing that I gave the drawer a
big jerk (which pretty much describes me) and was
almost hit in the eye by a flying steak knife.
Less dangerous but no less maddening is the
cabinet below the counter next to the refngerator
It houses cereal boxes, pretzel bags, popcorn packs
and various other items whose primary purpose in
life is not to feed but to annoy me. F.very time I open
the door to get something almost everything else
cascades out onto the floor. It's enough to drive a
man crazy. Or, in my case, crazier.
1 won't even mention the refngerator except to
say that if I want something in then-, I always nave
to remove 17 other things to n-ach it. And most of
thi»se things are leftovers in (you guessed itJTupperware containers.
The freezer is no better, except that if something
falls out, it is frozen solid and lands directly on mv
foot. All of this happens in the kitchen, but the rest
of the house is just as aggressive. I recently made the
mistake of opening the nail closet to get a coat. As I
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THEATER: Downtown
presents varied genres

THEATER, from page 8

will be $15 for adults and $13 for students
md seniors.
If you missed out on the movie "Brokeback Mountain" and would like lo see it
on the big screen, you are in luck. Court
Square Theater will be showing the film at
2:30 and 7:30 p.m. on Sunday, March 12,
and 7:30 p.m. on Monday, March 13. Tickets are $5 at the door. This movie, which
tells the story of two young men who meet
in the summer of 1963 in Wyoming and create a strong lifelong bond, is up for eight
Oscars at this year's 7Kth Annual Academy
Awards.
An original feature film also will be
shown during the month at the Theater.
"Looking for Comedy in the Muslim
World," a part of the Independent and Foreign Film Series, will be shown four days
— Thursday, March 23 at 7:30 p.m., Friday
and Saturday, March 24 and 25 at 8 p.m.,

and Sunday, March 2b .it 2:30 p.m. Written
and directed by comedian Albert Brooks,
this humorous film tells the story of what
happens when the U.S. government sends
Brooks to India and Pakistan to find out
what makes the more th.in 300 million
Muslims in the area laugh. "The film is .i
funny and insightful look at some of the
issues we are dealing with in a post-9/11
world," Owens said. Tickets will be $5 at
the door.
If you want to bring out your inner
child, the production of "Hannah and Gretel" — a twist on the classic tale — will
take place on Thursday, March 30 and Friday, March 31 at 7 p.m The performance
is brought to you by )MU's very own Children's Playshop Ticket! can be purchased
in advance for $5. For more information
on any of the above events or to purchase
tickets in advance, visit amrt>iiuarelhealer.
com or call the bo* office at 433-9189.

MONDAY, FEB.
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ADDICTED: Students confess compulsions
Student Counseling and Development Center offers help for dangerous habits
ADDICTED, from page 8

After the indie and foreign film series last
month, Court Square Theater offers assorted
movies throughout the month of March

| www.ihebreeze.org I

ior and will continue to do it,
even though it causes harm, she
said. The person will "do the
activity over and over even if
he or she does not want to and
find it difficult to stop," Fngs
said. When a person does stop,
they go through withdrawal,
which can include irritability and depression I he person
cannot control their behavior
often denies having a problem,
hides the behavior from people

around them, and cannot even
remember having done it. Depression is very common and
the person suffering often has
low self-esteem and feels anxious, Engs said.
Most of us have some
unique habit or routine we do
all the time. We may refuse to
leave the room without matching, we may check our friends'
away messages every five minutes, we may watch TV more
than we talk to our friends, use

Chapstick obsessiveK Of spend
hours on Facebook. While "addictions" to coffee* entwine

gum or making beds ,ire not
nearly as harmful as alcohol,
toting and compulcive ipend
ing, they all involve .i little
obsession with controlling the
environment Newly everyone
feebaddicted t>> tomething, but
it you feel like it s gotten out ol
control, contact the Counseling
and Student Development
ter or someone you trust

KITCHENWARE: Paranoia sets in for author
KiTX HENWARE, from page 8

was yanking it out (the dumb thing was
crammed in with approximately 47 other
coats), I knocked over a vase containing dried
flowers. It took me half an hour to clean up all
the broken glass.
The liquor cabinet is a catch-22, not just because
I need a dnnk after doing battle with knives and
Cretzels, but because every time I open the door, I
ave to catch 22 bottles and glasses that come tumbling out. Same goes for tumblers.
i -oing upstairs is an adventure in itself. When-

ever I try to get a towel or a washcloth out of the
linen closet, I initiate an avalanche that buries me
up to the knees.
Then there are my drawers. Both kinds. The
other day I tried to pull a pair of boxer shorts out <>t
my bureau, which is jammed with about two dozen of them, and a second pair leaped out at me.
Have you ever been nil in the face by flying
underwear? I could goon, but you get the idea:
My house is booby-trapped. I would have come
out of the closet about this stumer, but I didn't
feel like cleaning up another broken \ jse

EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF LIGHT
At L'Idee Medical Spa

OFFERING THE BEST IN LASER TECIINOLOGY AND SKIN CARE

Easter
Seals
DISABILITY SERVICES

LEVULAN PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY
SEVERE Al \l
ACTINIC KERATOSIS AND SUN DAMAGE
LASER HAIR REDUCTION

Creating solutions,
changing fives.

INTENSE PULSE LIGHT THERAPY
PIGMENTATION DISORDERS

SUMMER CAMP JOBS
Looking for the best summer of your life?
Easter Seals Virginia can help you find it.
We are committed to helping people with
disabilities gain greater independence. Join
our dedicated team this summer at Camp
Easter Seals Virginia in Craig County. We
have job openings for camp counselors and
program
leaders
(aquatics.
horseback
riding, music, nature, sports and more).
Room, board and salary provided.
For
information, contact Lauren Lightfoot at
llightfoot@va.easterseals.com or at (804)
287-1007, ext. 110.
Visit our website to
learn how you can make a difference.
www.va.easterseals.com

LASER TREATMENTS FOR ROSACEA,
PSORASIS & BIRTHMARKS
MICRODERMABRASION AND
CHEMICAL PEELS
COMPLETE SKIN SARE PROGRAMS
MINERAL MAKE-UP
ITS YOUR LIFE AND IT CAN LOOK SO GOOD
COME IN, BEGIN TODAY - CALL 437-1296
www.lideemedicalspa.com

FOR MORE INCO
1.B00 GO GUARD

Ask about our paid SUMMER LEADERSHIP INTERNSHIP and scholarships. Earn college credit while gaining marketable skills.
Visit the Army ROTC booth at the JMU Internship Fair on March 2, or contact 540-568-3633 or kiplinle@|mu.edu
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SPORTS
JMU sophomore righthander Ryan
Reid Improved
to 1-1 Sunday
afternoon,
going fly*
innings and
striking out
eight In the
Diamond
Dukes' win
over Fairfleld.

Keel wins two
freestyle golds,
breaks record
BY JlNNIFIR CHAFMAN
I I iMRlBUrwC WMEK
Finally, a new name can be
added to the individual champions
board in the
Swage \ata- Ufayn^f.
tonuminGod- "*7"W .
win hall. Junior SWIIfMl.ng
Invstvler Albson Keel earned her spot in JMU history not once, but twice, becoming a
conference champion in both the 10(1
and 200-yard freesty les.
After finishing fourth in the 50\ and freestyle, Keel went into the fin.ils of both the 100 and 200 seeded
first and never looked back.
'1 was trying to get best times in my
events and win at least one. So I did exactly what I wanted to do," Keel aid
Keels time of 50.84 in the 100 free
earned her an NCAA "B" standard
qualifier Her 200 tone of 15131, broke
her own school record and will kvrve
her name on the JMU record board for
.ill three sprint freestvk" events.
1 he team finished a step up from
last year with a fourth place overall.
North Carolina-Wilmington took
first Other key contributors for the
Dukes were grad student Christine
Filak and senior Rebecca Schofield.
Filak had an impressive swim in
the 200-yard backstroke where she
led for the majonty of the race and
finished in second place. I k*r time of
21)434 was a career best Her tone of
57.45 in the 100-yard backstroke was
good enough for third place. She also
placed ninth in the 50-yard freestyle.
"Even though the team is young,
rt was led by the seniors, those in the
water tonight, and those who came
to cheer," Smith said. The team is
what it is because of them.''
Although senior Rebecca Schofield swam the three longest events,
it did not prevent her from posting
top tones for the Dukes. Her best
performance came in her 400-vard
IM. After backstroke, Schuheld'was
in fourth but quickly moved up to
second dunng breaststn>ke. Her
time of 459.12 was good erawgh
fur second. She was third in the 500vard free with a time of 5*M71.
The younger swimmers also
made strides in the championships
m the 100 and 200-yard fly where
three freshmen made the finals. In
the 200, Jesaca Lee finished fifth
with a tone of 2.-O7.10. followed by
Ashton i - ■ dw I11I.■ in seventh, and
Page Gray in twelfth. Goodwillie.
Uv. and Guy finished llth. 12th
and 13th respectively in the 100-vard

BY MAI
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Most baseball games take
nine innings. Sunday tAemoon
Mulnsl I .mtield, JMU onlv needed ont
I lie Diamond Dukes put up
eight runs on seven hits in the
bottom t»f the first inning and
sent eight men to the plate before
the Stags recorded an out. Madison cruised the rest of the way
en mute to the three-game series
pm) md a 15-4 whipping of
Iairfield on a frigid day at 1 ong
held/Mauck Stadium
"We're not going to hit H
poorly as we did against Clemson and Ceorge Washington."

I www.thebreeze.org I MONDAY,

Diamond Dukes' aiach Spankv
McFarland said. "And we're
pmbably not going to hit as well
as we did against [Fairfield|, It
will pmbablv be somewhere in
the middle "
|MU outsailed Fairfield 47-10
over the weekend, k*d by Kellen
Kulbacki. I lie Diamond Dukes'
sophomore center fielder finished
the series 9 of 11 with three home
runs
and

.1 RBIS. m- Baseball

.ludine a 3 —
;
for4perfor- Sunday
mance Sun- FairfiekJ
4
day where JMU
15
he crushed
two homers — one to dead center
- and drove in four. The HerA»~\. IV, native now owns the
team-lead in RBIs (11) and is hit
bng .478.
"It's weird, because 1 probably played the worst game of my
life Wednesday |against George
Washington L "Kulbacki said. "I

went 0 for 4 with four strikeouts. 1
just had to get that out of my head
and put it in the past.
"[Fairfieid] was a great series.
I felt comfortable and was seeing
the ball well."
McFarland
believes
the
showing against Fairfield might
turn some heads in the Colonial
Athletic Association for the coming week.
"Ifs odd," the eighth-year
coach said. "He hit well against
Clemson and the funny thing is,
he kioked so bad against George
Washington, but 1 mink that was
a good thing. It was a wake-up
call for him. He's got a chance at
Player of the Week."
JMU also got offense from
senior second baseman Michael
Cowgill, who finished 2 of 3 with
a solo home nun and two RBIs.
For the series, Cowgill went 6
for 10 with three home runs and
-,v.SH/•;/■.7' iHier.2

Panthers tamed
Dukes win
21st of year,
beat GSU

CAROLYN
WALSER'
stnkar

JMU sopho
more forward
Tamara Young
was one of
two Dukes to
finish with a
double-double Sunday
against
Georgia
State. Junior
center
Meredith
Alexis was
the other
one. Young
19 points and
Alexis had a
game-high 20.

■v JAMES IRWIN
■MM WMTtK
Two days after clinching
its first 20-win season in
five years,
the JMU Wftana^t, "
women's "WIIICII »

basket

Basketball

ball team -—
notched Sunday
win
No. GSU
54
21 with an JMU
79
emphatic
second-half performance.
Junior center Meredith
Alexis and sophomore forward Tamera Young had
double-doubles and the
Dukes used a 20-1 run in
the second half to post a
79-54 win over the Georgia
State Panthers Sunday at
the Convocation Center.
"We came out in the
second half with added intensity," junior shooting
guard Andrea Benvenuto
said. "We always look to
push the ball. Our defense
stepped up and we moved
better"
The Panthers made life
difficult for the 21-5 Dukes
in the first half, pestering
JMU on defense and hitting
enough shots to go into the
locker room down 35-24
and still very much in the
game. But things unraveled
quickly for Georgia State
after the intermission.
"We did a poor job making shots," Georgia State
coach Lea Henry-Manning
said. "We didn't finish our
opportunities. They took
advantage of our slump
and got into transition."
see WIN, page 12
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JMU Junior mMMder Kety Berger run. up
Md In Madtaon seasonopsner vs. Lonewood.

Swanston leads
JMU with 17
points in loss
FAIRFAX — The JMU men's
basketball team dropped its season finale to George Mason Saturday afternoon 95-68 at the Patriot
Center.
The Patriots were led by senior
guard Lamar Butler, who scored a
game high 27 points, while going
10-15 from the
floor and 7 of Mjut't
9 from beyond —— -..

the arc.

Basketball

IMU was e,llirdav
led by fresh- balUraay
man forward JMU
68
Kyle
Swan- GMU
95
ston,
who
scored 17 points —one of three
Madison freshmen in double digits. Guard |oe Posey bed his career
high with 14 points and forward
luwann fames added 10.
The Colonial Athlebc Association tournament starts Friday
and JMU faces Northeastern in
the opening round.
JMU
29 39 — 68
George Mason 41 54 — 95
JMU — Kyle Swanston 6-1522 17, luwann James 3-84-7 10. Joe
Posey 6-12 0-0 14, Lewis Lampiey
0-3 (H> 0, Colbey Santos 1-3 00
3. David Cooper 2-7 DO 4, Chris
Clarke 1-10-1 ZJomoBelfor 3-500 7, Gabriel Chami 0-0 (M) 0, Daniel Freeman 3-6 4-6 11, Rav Barbosa 0-2 00 0. Totals 25-62 10-16 68.
3-pointers: Swanston 3-8, Posey
2-4, Santos 1-2. Cooper 0-1, Belfor
1-2. Freeman 1-4, Barbosa 0-1.
George Mason — Will Thomas 9-10 3* 21, Jai Lewis 2-6 6-812,
Tony Skinn 4-5 0-0 10, Lamar Butler 10-15 0-0 27, Folarin Campbell
3-10 00 6, Jordan Carter 1-1 0-1
2. Makan Konate 0-2 0O 0, Gabe
Norwood 2-2 0-1 5, Tim Bums 2-3
0-1 4, Charles Makings 00 00 0,
Chris Fleming 1-2 0-2 2, Sammy
Hernandez 3-4 00 6. Totals 3760 9-19 95. 3-pointers: Lewis 2-2,
Skinn 2-3. Butler 7-9, Campbell 05, Konate 0-1, Norwood 1-1.
Records: JMU (5-22, 2-16
CAA), George Mason (22-6, 15-3
CAA).

Men's Basketball
CAA Standings
Conf./ Overall
UNC-W

15-3,22-7

George Mason

15-3, 22-0

Hofslra

14-4,22-6

Ok) Dominion

13-5.21-8

Northeastern

12-6.17-10

VCU

11-7.18-9

Towson

8-10,12-15

Drexel

MO, 15-15

Delaware

4-14.8-20

Georgia Slate

3-15,6-21

William & Mary

3-15.8-19

JMU

2-16.5-22

Smyth wins gold, JMU fourth
a* JENNIFER CHAPMAN
< ONIRWfmO WMTM

fly.
The 200 and 400-yard freestyle
relays finished second with the
swims of Keel, Filak, freshman Megan HeiL and senior Megan Uiucks
"As a first-year head coach, I can
k«uk back on this year and learn."
Smith said. "As an alumna of JMU,
I have the best interests for the team.
This year was a very exciting and
thnlling nde that leaves a lot of room
fur us to grow."
All Miller finished ninth in the
one-meter dive followed by teammate Nicole Simmons in 13th. Each
dropped one spot in the 3-meter
dive.
"Every year is another year and
we are going to have to put in a lot of
work for next year. We are going to
have to move forward with our resources, swimmers, and the support
we have," Smith said.

THE BREEZE

Madison routs Fairfield Dukes
drop
Diamond Dukes
sweep three-game
finale
series Sunday

MM •llltWSTOSS.

Madison
finishes
fourth

Mcagan Mihalko. Assistant Kdilor
hrrrzesports@hatmailxom

The men's swimming and diving
team saw outstanding perhwmances at
the Colonial Amlebc ASM "nation Um'i
Championship _ ,
Inm tts thnv si- 5WI (Timing
niors all the MM
to its freshmen. Iheteam finished fourth
with O* points as Nbrth-Canilina Wilmingh »i captured the men's bile.
"This is huge," first-year coach Chns
h'aster s,»d We an- onh graduating
about fifteen percent of our points. We
had ten freshmen swim this meet and
I think we had about 95 percent lifetime
best swims It was awesome."
The most notabk' perfumuuKv
i.imefrom ln<shman breasfctroker Russell Smyth. Smyth, who didn't begin
training until November due to sh« wider surgery, was the sole CAA champion for the Dukes. He won the 20O
\ard hrvasistn ike in a carver KM time
of 2ll2.sU. after swimming a personal
best in the morning prelims with a 2X6.
Me also finished third in the lll»-yard
breast with a 57. |9 and fifth in the 200yard IM
I realh owe this to all the peopk1
that urn-mit tin-re helping me and be-

lieving in me with all my struggles with
my shoulders" Smyth said.
In addition to Smyth's performance
in the 200-yard breaststroke, sophomore
Bnan Freitag finished third, Freitag highlighted some of the Dukes' tup individual perfiirmances. In both the 200-yard
and 400-yard individual medleys, Freitag split the fastest breaststroke times to
finish in second place in both evenfe.
Junior backstroker |osh Fowler was
also a top finisher in three individual
events Me took third in the 100-yard
back in a time of 50.79 and seventh in
the 100 fly in 5151. However, he most
exciting race came from the 200-vard
backstroke, which he led for the fust 100
vards and finished second just behind
C >ld Dominion standout Patrick Balint.
"I'm pretty satisfied with the way I
■mm/1 howler said. "I went after that
201) backstroke and I was the underdog.
I was beating him at the 100 and just
wally went after it so I am definitely
happy with my finish."
All that seniors left it in the pool
as each closed out their swimming careers with excelk-nt performances. Brad
Burton was second in the 100-yard fly
with a career-best of 50.71 and fifth in
the 200-vard fly with a 15435. RJ Dunn
was lltn in the 50-yard free and Evan
C arhart 12th in the 2H Ward back

"I am really pumped to be on the
team this year and couldn't ask for
a better time for my last year here at
JMU" Burton said.
I he relay teams had equal success
as three of the five relays made it to the
podium. The 400-yard medley team of
Fowler, Smyth, Burton and junior John
Chartjer finished second. Fowler, Smyth,
Burton and Durm placed third in the
.Hi-van! medley Durm, Fowler, tn-shman Dan Smullen and Charber also took
third in the .1 ■ i v.ml free relay.
Other key finishers for the Dukes
were Chartjer, seventh in 1W free, junior
Mitch Dalton eighth in the 100 breast
Smullen 13th in the 50 free, and Scott
Terry 14th in 200 fly. Diver Kyle Knott
finished eighth in the I -meter and ninth
mtlw>meter.
"The team did really well Feaster
said. "I thought Russ (SmythL Fowler,
Freitag, Mitch |DaltonL Charber and
Brad |Burtun] all really stepped it up for
this meet. They all had great swims."
"The team is only going to go forward," Durm said. "Coach has a great
positn e attitude, IN reall\ well liked and
respected He has high goals of taking
the team up and the team shares those
goals
"The program is only going to get
better."

CLASSIFIED
I

FOFTREN-T

MKMMUI)
HiWNHOUSE.
3Bedroom. 2 5 llalh. Furnished. Washer/
Diyv I-room still available for female
Madison Square $l**5/monlh. 578-0510
:"l l AMPBI II SIKIII available
June I. 2006 Yearly lease 433-6047.
MOUSES: 5BR 12 South Ave/ 3BR
I Ionium'
3BR
Townhouse
205
Ohio/ 433-2126 (540) 433-2126
Forest Hills 5 hcdrooni lownhouse for
5 students available in June $1650
net month
utilities (540) 435-1306
HOUSE B5 East Grattan. 2 blocks to
campus. 4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms,
living-room.
dining-room,
kitchen,
backyard, storage basement, KIO-82sX)
HUNTERSRIDGE
_Hk :n \
1ST H.OOR FURNISHED $750
AVAIL
8/06
(703 409 9341)
MOVING!.IVING OIF CAMPUS? Go
to webimu.edu/ocl/1istings.htm, JMU's
ollicial site for ofT-campus housing.
roommates, and furniture. Great for
advert isingsublcts.rcntals(434)8l7-072l
WAll.ABLE
NOW
Sunchasc
Apartment Male or female welcome
(co-ed apartment) and the lease ends July
2006. $)35/month includes water, sewer,
trash. Contact the office at 442-4800
or e-mail us at leasing sunchasefiimscrcnt com for more
info. EHO
si MMIR Kl MM AVAII AMI I I
room-at-thc-Mill
Price-negotiable
Non-smoker-preferable
l.ease9Una-4/30/06.
(540M38-3I79

I

FOR~SALE"1

IKEA
I.OVESEATS(2)
50"L
x
26"I»
Cushions"
Natural,
Birch Wood Frame, Never Used,
Assembled SI25 each (540) 568-3331
2001 FORD FOCUS ZTS White Auto
76.000miles CallJ5.500(540)828-IO8l.
SKIS,
K2
FOUR.
118CM,
Marker
bindings,
good
condition.
135.00,
434-2704.
TtlRNTABLES 2 Direct-drive Gemini
turntables with needles, I mixer. I DJ
coffin. 1 crate of vinyl records Perfect
for those interested in learning to DJ.
$450 oho call Blaine (646) 942-2445

IEUP WANTED!

LIFEGUARDSAPOOL SUPERVISORS
Premier Aquatics is now accepting
applications for Lifeguards, Pool
Managers, Swim Instructors and Area
Supers isors around the Northern VA area.
Lifeguard certitications are required,
however training is available Please
visit our website to complete an online
application at www premier* II com For
more information or to set up an interview
please col I our HR department at (703 )4261406. WWW PREMIER4II COM
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SNORkl UNO
EQUIPMENT
ArTKINIICESHIP ON ORGANIC
RENTAL Mask. Snorkel ft Lin. ■ $25
Vegetable & Herb Farm.
Learn
plus tax for Spring Break -or Buy
skills for sustainable living
Call
Your Own - JMl I students get 15%
810-2587
for
an
application
discount on purchases Wetsuit rental
HO Vuba Equipment Also Available
EARN ( ASH Coca-tola is looking
Kathys Scuba M4FI1-7. TAT3
for students to help with an upcoming
- 7. ft S 10 - 3 Located 1/4 mile south
promotion at JMl1 on March 18.
LIVE AND WORK ON the Outer Pay will be Cash- day of ($I07HR) of Exit 251 off I - 81 (540) 433-3337
Banks (Nags Head area) this summer Sororitics/r ralernihcs
welcome
Now hiring for all positions. Please visit If interested please call Nathan or
www.mworth.com for more information E-mail
nathandore/ava hotmail Sprlog Break 2*06: SuaSplasa Tours
Lhe Experts Running Spring Break
and
an employment
application com
(240)
216-4675 Since 1988, Honest Destinations- Biggest
MARRII I) CO! PI I lo live and work
at local business Husband will have part
lime responsibility Wife with lull time
responsibilities Must have computer,
office and marketing skills. Business
background preferred Send resume
lo Box 2104. Harrisonburg. VA 22801

SENIOR to work part time immediately,
Graphic
Designer.
Approximately
and full lime upon graduation
30 hours per month Profficient in
Apartment furnished to qualified
Quark. PS. Illustrator Web Design a
applicant. Must have computer, sales
plus 540-383-7864 or (540) 442-7650
and telephone skills. Position ideal for
student to he mamed soon, as a couple
would be desired (540) 433-1234

Parties. Book your Tnp ai the l-owest
Price Pnces from $204
www sunsplashtours com
1-800-426-7710

■ iiiL-FAMm-iJ

WANTED

DISHWASHERS NEEDED Immediate
•BARTENDING' S250/day potential. openings for responsible, hard-working
No experience necessary training individuals. Good pay. great perks and fun
provided
(800)965-6520
Bxt212 environment Summer availabilits a plus
Apply in person: Joshua Wi lion House 412
rOUR
Gl 11)1 S
WASH I)
No S. Main St. Harrisonburg (540) 434-4464
experience necessary Weekend and
weekday work. Must have dependable Premium Shades at Valley Mall is
transportation Call for appointment. hiring for friendly people with excellent
Endless
Caverns.
896-2283. personality call or send resume at
Make $75 taking surveys online
www.
GetPaidIoThink.com

I ( in in 11 ii u thfhreeze on; , lassifii ./\ In posi in read >l:i .• ilioils ami more'

chirag9560(a hotmail com(318)840-8296
PAR I TIME
certified
lifegaunfa
needed. Great pay. flexible hours, must
be willing to work some weekends
Apply online at wwwrmhonhnc
com. For more information, call
(540)
564-56V5 (540) 564-5695
PART-TIME CUSTOMER SERVICE
REP this position is evening and weekend
hours, only Duties will include, but are
not limited to. answering the telephone.
greeting customers, operating a point
of sale credit card machine, and using
aircraft and ground radios Experience
with the public is preferred. Applicants
must successfully complete a background
check and drug screen
Interested
applicants should apply in person
at the Shcnandoah Valley Regional
Airport. General Aviation terminal.

CANCUN
ACAPULC0
JAMAICA
BAHAMAS
FLORIDA

HEAVY EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR
I RAINING FOR
EMPLOYMENT

Sell Trips, tarn Coin, Co Free!
Now Hiring On-tompus Reps

C.II fw fTMf <fiu«Mfe
Bulldozers, Backhocs,
Loaders, Dump I rucks
Graders. Scrapers.
Excavators
Train in Virginia
Next Class: Nov. 7th
-National Certification
-Financial Assistance
-Job Placement Assistance
800-383-7364
Associated training Services
www astn- schools com

WRITRRS
WANTED
AT
THE
UKII /I I 1,1 I C,RI:AI BXFBUBNCB
AND WORK Mill l,KI \l I'lol'l I '
EMAIL:
THE BREEZElu JMU.EDU
NAOS
HEAD
4-MONTH
student
Summer
RenLils.
ocahrcczcrcalty.com (252) 25S-4328

Hate your
roommates?
Lost an
earring?
Want to sell
your junk?

f

Dear Students going
somewhere warm,

Don't get
Sunburned.

Love,
The Students going home.

days until

SPRING BREAK!

( it> In

wwwjhehreezt'■org i /m
sjfieds
Posting .1 classified has
\l VER been so easy!

\

Vote online today!

WWW.THEBREEZE.ORC
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SWEEP: JMU baseball
wins three straight at home
SWEEP, from page 10
eight RBIs Senior catcher Matt
Sluder added two RBK when
he went deep in the bottom o(
the first. Sluder finished 3 for 3
with a pair of singles.
"As a whole, the team came
together this weekend," Kulbacki said. "It's great to see
everyone hit the ball this well.
Even coming off the bench, they
were swinging the sticks "
On the mound for the Diamond Dukes (3-4) was sophomore
right-hander Rvan Reid. Reid lowered his KRA to 1.80 with a five in
ning, eight -strikeout showing Sunday. He held the Slags (0-3) to three
hits and walked four while picking

up his first win of the season.
"I felt all nght," Reid said.
"I had too many walks though.
That's something I definitely need
to work on and do better, but I'll
take the win and the sweep.
'The team was really hitting
the ball well and it's good for the
pitcher's confidence when he
knows the team is going to hit."
JMU is in the midst of a ninegame home stand and are ha- k
in action Wednesday, hosting
Liberty at 2:30 p.m. They close
out their home stand against
Wagner and Long wood.

Doug Ciallella, Dan Gallagher (7) and Tom Arpino and
Phillip Espinosa; Ryan Reid,
Trevor Kaylid (6), Kurt Houck
(7), Justin Wood (8), Geoff
Degener (9) and Brett Garner
and Dan Santobianco.

FU
JMU

Records: Faifietd (0-3), JMU
(3-4).

020000002 — 4 8 2
801 021 30x —1516 2

WIN: Dukes dispose of Panthers
at Convo Sunday afternoon

W — Reid, L — Ciallella.
2B — (F) Tyler Birnttella;
(JMU) Davis Stoneburner,
Nate Schitl, Dan Santobianco,
(oe Lake. HR-(JMU) Kellen
Kulbacki 2, Matt Sluder, Michael Cowgill.

HONE JEWELRY
JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
Old European Cut Diamond i.84Cu.
Clarity -VS1 Color -K
Antique Platinum 0.20Cts. Setting

This Week $25,000
•All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com

Major & minor repairs, state inspections,

Southside Auto
coach and chassis service on all
makes & models, warranty work welcome
Truck & RV
March Special
Service .
Change $1
w/student

5404338434
Mon-Frl8am 5pm
4711 S. Volley Pike
(Behind Smith's furniture)
www.southsideautorv net

( ARCH.YN WALSER/.wiK»r pht*a

Junior guard LMtoy Dteklnton
scored 12 points atatmt ttw
Panthers Sunday afternoon. The
Dukee won their 2Ut fame of
tneeeoeon. and are undefeated
In the Convo. Madtaon ctoeee
out to season thto Thursday
when they host 0OU.

WIN. from page 10
From there, the Dukes' size
and athleticism took over. The
20-1 stretch was part of a bigger 36-8 run where the Dukes
extended their lead from seven to 35. JMU held a 51-36 rebounding edge.
"After halfhme we turned
things up." |MU coach Kenny
Brooks said. "We went to a zone
defense that worked well and
we got a kick-start offensively."
The kick-start came from
junior forward Shirley McQdL who finished with 19
points and nine rebounds.
While JMU's offense struggled
in the first half, McCall was
everywhere, snagging looseball rebounds, posting against
bigger players and running
in transition. At halftime she
was the only player for either
team in double figures with 10
points.
"She played fantastic,"
Brooks said. "We're going to
need that production from her
from here on out."
The Dukes also got another
big game from Benvenuto, who
passed out a career-high 12 assists. Her four fellow starters
all finished in double figures.
Alexis had a game-hign 20,
Young had 19 along with McCall. junior [hooting tfu.ird Lesley Dickinson added 12.
"They did a great job knocking down shots," Benvenuto
said. "Sharing the ball like that
and getting baUiKtrd scoring

from everyone is what we want
to do."
The win, coupled with Hofstra's loss to Drexel, moved
the Dukes into sole possession
of second place in the Colonial
Athletic Association. With 0M
regular season game remaining, JMU controls its own destiny as far as seeding goes in
the conference tournament.
"It's a great feeling," said
Alois, who was honored before the game for scoring her
1,000th career point and breaking the school's rebounding record last week. "The basketball
gods were on our side today."

Woman's Basketball
*^^e^^ ••eiHiiiia^A

Conf J Overall
OM Dominion

1M. 18-7

JMU

1S-4,21-«
12-8.17-9
12-8. 204
11* 16-11
8-9.14-12
8-9,18-13
7-10,11-18
8-12.12-14
8-13,8-17

Hofatra
Delaware
WWIam » Mary
UNC-W
Drexel
George Maaon

VCU
Georgia Stale
Towaon
Norttieeitern

3-14. 8-18
3-14, 7-19

MARCH IS WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH
WHAT CAN ONE WOMAN DO
TO CHANGE THE WORLD?
During a time of limited rights for women, Mary Baker Eddy (bom 1821) founded
the Christian Science Church in 1879 which has branches in 79 countries today.
She was a spiritual leader and healer, a thinker, writer, publisher, speaker.
In 1908, at age 87, she founded The Christian Science Monitor, an international
daily paper, winner of 7 Pulitzer prizes (to date). Her book Science and
Health with Kay to the Scriptures presents spiritual ideas and practical solutions.
Found on line at www.spirituality.com.
For news of women's accomplishments today visit www.csmonitor.com/women

Want A Better View?
Apply for Assistant
Advertising Manager
Ad Designer
Ad Executive

Become Leader of the Pack
To apply and see job description
go to http://joblink.jmu.edu
Call 568-6127 for more information
submit student application, resume, cover letter and 3 references

